TRIPLE GLAZED FLAT SLIDING ROOFLIGHT - STANDARD PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

- Toughened to BS EN 12150
- Manufactured to BS EN 1279 Part 2 & 3

Labelled Dimensions:
- 10mm drip overhang
- 150mm
- 170mm
- 85mm
- 112mm

Materials:
- Timber
- Platinum grade thermal insulation
- 6mm Reflex + Energy toughened safety, easy clean outer panel
- 16mm Argon gas filled cavity
- 6mm Reflex + Energy toughened safety, high-spec low E center panel
- 16mm Argon gas filled cavity
- 6mm Reflex + Energy toughened safety, high-spec low E inner panel
- Argon Gas
- Integrated drip lip
- Structurally bonded silicone
- Foam
- (Marine grade) Durable polyester powder coated aluminium kerb

NOTES:
- This drawing is for reference only. Please report any discrepancies to the designer before any works commence. All dimensions are in mm. All dimensions to be checked on site before any works commence.
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